
Simple Heat Racing System [SHRS]
Why use it?

Using this system for the fleet racing event enables the CJCOA to establish as fairly as 
possible the winners of the Endeavour Trophy for this season's fleet racing champion. The 
winner of the Gold Fleet races and for the Defender Trophy formerly used for the "handicap" 
prize, which is now competed for in the separate Auld Mug trophy event. We feel that this is a
fair and reasonable way for "middle of the fleet" skippers to enjoy sailing in the contest in a 
meaningful way and not being there just to make up the numbers. All competitors will sail in 
the same or similar number of races.

A brief overview.

The SHRS consists of two parts. Preliminary races and Final races. There are 2 separate 
heats in each race.

Preliminary races. 

Fleets are divided into 2 divisions. Preliminary race 1 is determined by using the CJCOA 
ranking system.The second and subsequent preliminary races are determined by the 
skippers place in the previous heat. Usually odd placed finishers compete in the first heat of 
the next race and even placed finishers compete in the second heat of the next race. 

The number of preliminary races is usually determined by the weather conditions on the day 
but will hopefully be no less than 4. [8 heats]

Final races.

[Gold Fleet, Silver Fleet]. Again the number of finals races will be dictated by weather/wind 
conditions. The placings from the preliminary races determine which finals fleet the 
skipper/boat will contest. Those in the top half of the fleet will sail in the Gold Fleet for the 
Endeavour Trophy. The rest will sail in the Silver Fleet for the Defender Trophy. Competitors 
now stay in the same fleet until the end of the contest. The race sequence will be 
gold,silver,gold,silver.....


